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For a novice player, it is difficult task to figure out the golf handicap as it involves somewhat
complex mathematical formulae. Most of the players face difficulty when they first try to figure out on
their own but now, they would be extremely happy as there is a simple and easier option available.
They can use an online handicap calculator. This device would do the calculation for you without
any hassle. This way, you can determine your golf handicap in no time.

If you still decide to compute your handicap without the use of handicap calculator, there are a few
things that you need to know and they include course rating, slope rating and adjusted gross score.
The adjusted gross score is the sum of the number of shots that you are required to count for each
hole based on the difficulty level for each hole. Once you have all the above details, they need to be
plugged into the formula for determining your gold handicap.

Since this process is a little complicated and makes many run away seeing the difficulty involved,
but nevertheless unless you are a professional golfer who does not use handicapping, then you
would have to deal with it. With so many complexities involved in this process, many golfers find it
easier to use a golf handicap tracker instead. An online gold handicap system is an effective way of
keeping up with your game. Save yourself from the difficulties involved in this process by using a
free golf handicap device online. With a golf handicap tracker, you can get a free golf handicap
computation online in just a few minutes. Nothing could be easier than this.

Do you remember the old way of booking tee times? You had to call up a golf course, wait for
someone who would not be busy at that moment and hope that the tee times when you and your
golfing partners could play was still available. Now, with the availability of online bookings, these
problems are a thing of past. Booking online is the most effective way to book tee time. They offer
several advantages such as convenience, simplicity, choices, discounts, and more. As avid golfers
and travelers it is one of the greatest features that booking tee times online is going to an unfamiliar
area. By a mere few clicks of the mouse, you can select your desired course; know the cost and
your tee time.
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4moles is providing an online platform to a Book Tee Time and a Buy Handicap Calculator from our
online Golf Store where we have all new branded golf equipment for you. Embark on the
mesmerizing journey to feel the game on a whole new level.
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